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Key Points:

- Fragile states are increasingly causing concern: the inability of certain states to fulfil their fundamental tasks of ensuring safety, providing basic services and managing public resources threatens economic and social stability and challenges development efforts.

- The interaction of factors that contribute to the fragility of states is complex and context-specific, but frequently encompasses political, socio-economic and environmental factors, including population dynamics, environmental degradation and resource scarcity, and inequalities.

- Population pressure on resources such as land or water and basic services, high levels of unemployment among predominantly young populations, and rapid urbanisation are among the demographic elements that have contributed to conflict in developing countries since the 1990s.

- Environmental degradation, climate change and scarcity of natural resources, can precipitate conflict, especially when combined with rapid population growth.

- Addressing unmet demand for voluntary family planning and sustainable environmental management should be prioritised to ease demographic and environmental pressures contributing to conflict.

Introduction

The fragility of a state represents a considerable challenge to many developing countries, particularly those in sub-Saharan Africa. Although the concept of a ‘fragile state’ is not easily defined, its significance in relation to international security as well as development has gained increasing attention.¹

Although there is no single definition of a ‘fragile state’, several organisations (including OECD and DFID) have similar working definitions. The UK Department for International Development (DFID) has a working definition of fragile states: those “where the government cannot or will not deliver core functions to its people.”² Functions include territorial control, safety and security, capacity to manage public resources, delivery of basic services, and the capability to protect and support the poor in sustaining themselves. The definition of fragile states is not limited to those directly affected by conflict, but extends to weak states which lack the capacity to operate effectively.

State failure is a similar concept developed by the Washington-based Fund for Peace in association with Foreign Policy magazine, based on an analysis which explains that “a state that is failing has several attributes. One of the most common is the loss of physical control of its territory or a monopoly on the

legitimate use of force. Other attributes of state failure include the erosion of legitimate authority to make collective decisions, an inability to provide reasonable public services, and the inability to interact with other states as a full member of the international community”. The annual Failed States Index (see Box 2) is the product of an analysis of the following 12 indicators: Demographic Pressures, Refugees/IDPs, Group Grievance, Human Flight, Uneven Development, Economic Decline, Delegitimization of the State, Public Services, Human Rights, Security Apparatus, Factionalized Elites, and External Intervention.3

Population growth and the resulting pressures on natural or public resources can intensify social, economic, and environmental concerns in all countries.4 In less developed countries, with fragile governments and weak institutions, population pressures can be particularly severe and challenging. Such states already lack the capacity to provide basic services and ensure stability. In such contexts, population-related variables such as a young age structure, rapid population growth and high population density, can exacerbate the already poor institutional and economic conditions for development.

Population dynamics can put pressure on natural resources, basic services, infrastructure and public financial resources. Increased competition over resources, and limited access to and quality of basic services can result in increasing social inequality and deteriorating socioeconomic conditions. Failure at national level to address these issues effectively has contributed to recent violent conflict in developing regions.

Many of the violent outbreaks and armed conflicts since the 1990s have been civil conflicts in developing countries with low human development indicators, fragile economic performance, and considerable social inequalities. Rapid population growth is generally associated with these same characteristics, and although population dynamics do not cause conflict directly, they have an important bearing on factors that do (e.g. inequality, poverty, access to education/healthcare).
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Box 1: Key Facts on Fragile States and Population Dynamics

- One in three of the world’s poor live in fragile states, where achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) is extremely unlikely.\(^5\)
- Included among the top 20 countries in the 2011 Failed States Index are countries with some of the highest population growth rates and total fertility rates (TFR)\(^6\) in the world. Seven of the top 20 countries in the Failed States Index (Afghanistan, Chad, Dem. Rep. Of Congo, Niger, Nigeria, Somalia and Yemen), are also among the 20 countries with the highest TFR, and Iraq, Niger and Yemen are also among the 20 countries with the highest population growth rates.\(^7\)
- The average TFR and population growth rate (between 2005 and 2010) of the top 20 countries in the 2011 Fragile States Index is higher than the average for less developed regions: at 5.13 and 2.2% respectively, in comparison with 2.68 and 1.33% for less developed regions.\(^8\)
- In 13 of the top 20 countries in the 2011 Failed States Index the population is set to double within 30 years or less.\(^9\)
- Fragile states are more likely to have disproportionately young populations.\(^10\)
- Fragile states tend to have mortality rates that are a third higher than other comparable low-income countries, especially infant and maternal mortality levels. Similarly, life expectancy is much lower, by 12 years on average.\(^11\)

Fragile states: challenges for security and development

Understanding and addressing state fragility has become a priority in the international security agenda and increasingly in development. Severe population and environmental pressures threaten state capacity and authority by placing increasing demand on declining natural resources and escalating demands for government spending. As the state weakens, its ability to manage social conflict becomes increasingly limited, as widespread grievances arise and political groups compete, the potential for violence escalates.\(^12\)

Fragility in states slows progress. In countries with high population growth, human development indicators tend to be low and poverty levels high.\(^13\) Empirical research has shown high risk of conflict to be strongly correlated with low or stagnating income, high reliance on natural resources, and other demographic factors such as high population density.\(^14\) For this reason, rising demographic pressures are used as a social indicator of conflict risk in numerous early warning systems and indicators of state capacity. For instance, as identified earlier, the influential Failed State Index (see Box 2) designed by the US ‘Fund for Peace’ and Foreign Policy publication as well as the Carleton University Country Indicators
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\(^6\) The Total Fertility Rate (TFR) refers to the average number of children a women has in her lifetime
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of Foreign Policy use demographic pressure as structural variables that affect the likelihood of conflict. Addressing population issues can therefore be a means of reducing stress on states, thereby reducing grievances, competition for resources, and other factors which can lead to instability.


While conflicts are complex and context-specific, certain factors have been identified as key causes. These include economic motivations, grievances and inequalities, as well as resource and environmental scarcity among other factors (e.g. discrimination, political/regime leadership, ideology). Population dynamics and pressures in developing countries are linked to a number of these. A young population structure can increase the likelihood of violent conflict, population-related resource scarcity can lead to state fragility and conflict, and grievances that underlie the outbreak of social unrest may be aggravated by demographic and environmental stress. Furthermore, urbanisation and migration contribute to increasing population density in urban areas and can put additional strain on services, infrastructure and the labour market.

While conflicts are complex and context-specific, certain factors have been identified as key causes. These include economic motivations, grievances and inequalities, as well as resource and

17 For more information on causes and characteristics of civil war and violence in developing countries see Cramer, C. (2006) Civil War is Not a Stupid Thing: Accounting for Violence in Developing Countries, London: Hurst and Company.


environmental scarcity among other factors (e.g. discrimination, political/regime leadership, ideology). Population dynamics and pressures in developing countries are linked to a number of these. A young population structure can increase the likelihood of violent conflict, population-related resource scarcity can lead to state fragility and conflict, and grievances that underlie the outbreak of social unrest may be aggravated by demographic and environmental stress. Furthermore, urbanisation and migration contribute to increasing population density in urban areas and can put additional strain on services, infrastructure and the labour market.

**Box 3: Case Study: Somalia - An illustration of fragility exacerbated by population pressures**

In 1991, the oppressive government of General Siyad Barre collapsed after the dictator was overthrown. Since then the country has not had a functioning government and Somalia today is characterised by rivaling armed groups and warlords in numerous areas, rejecting a very weak central government. Instability has spilled over into neighbouring countries, and groups from these countries are influencing the dynamics of the conflict today. Institutions do not function effectively, the rule of law is absent, and human development indicators are low.

Half of the population in Somalia is not expected to live beyond the age of 60, a third is not expected to live up to the age of 40, 36% of children under the age of five are underweight and 71% of the population does not have access to adequate drinking water. Maternal and child health indicators in Somalia are amongst the poorest in the world. Reproductive health services are extremely sparse and there is a vast unmet need for contraception; Somali women face a lifetime risk of maternal mortality of 1 in 12.

The total fertility rate (TFR), (the average number of births per woman in her lifetime) is high at 6.4 and has barely changed since the early 1980s. Population growth is high at 2.2% and approximately 45% of the population is under the age of 15. A prominent ‘youth bulge’ in the population age structure and the lack of employment prospects fuels recruitment of youths to insurgency groups. In late 2008 there were 1.3 million internally displaced people, and in 2007 close to half a million refugees. Recent droughts have left up to 70% of the population in the south in need of food assistance. The impact of trends such as droughts, chronic food shortages and famine, high risk of disease, and environmental degradation, including widespread deforestation and soil erosion which are all severe in Somalia is intensified by strong population pressures.

**The Youth Bulge**

Rapid population growth in many developing countries tends to coincide with high poverty levels as well as high birth and death rates. Experience from the 1970s, ’80s and ’90s shows that countries that are in the later stages of demographic transition are less likely to experience civil conflict than those in the earlier stages of demographic transition. Countries still in the early or middle phases of demographic transition have disproportionately young populations. A young population combined with poor economic prospects, particularly in rural areas, rapid urbanisation, and high levels of un- and underemployment can pose a serious social risk. In most of Sub-Saharan Africa, with high population growth, disproportionately young populations and accelerating urbanisation, the labour market tends...
to be saturated and is unable to absorb the demand for employment.\textsuperscript{35} Many young adults migrate to or choose to stay in urban areas to find work and more opportunities. The reality, especially in sub-Saharan Africa, is that most young people work in the informal sector, are underemployed and competition for jobs is high. As young men are expected to earn a living to support a family, such conditions are discouraging and are aggravated by marginalisation and systematic exclusion of urban youth (e.g. being unemployed, uneducated, living in a slum, etc).\textsuperscript{36} Young women also face challenges, as they encounter more difficulty finding employment and poverty can expose them to domestic violence, prostitution and sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV/AIDS.\textsuperscript{37}

Some studies have shown that countries with disproportionately young populations or a ‘youth bulge’, as is the case in the poorest and more fragile countries today, are more likely to face armed conflict.\textsuperscript{38} A ‘youth bulge’, combined with high unemployment and poverty, can present a considerable risk to stability.\textsuperscript{39} In certain countries, for example, Sierra Leone and arguably Liberia, these characteristics contributed to violent conflict, and facilitated recruitment to rebel groups.\textsuperscript{40} According to Professor D. Keen, “the lack of economic progress, compounded by bad governance, had generated a frustrated generation of youths no longer controlled by traditional social ties and available for organized violence.”\textsuperscript{41} In both countries, the violence perpetrated is seen as an expression of the alienation of young people because of failing education systems, lack of opportunities in rural areas and insufficient employment.\textsuperscript{42} In the case of Liberia, this resentment by young people is widely seen as one root cause of the conflict.\textsuperscript{43} In the case of the most populous country of Africa, Nigeria, there is significant low-intensity conflict. In the Niger Delta region, the level of education is the most significant in predicting the willingness of youth to engage in violence, followed by marginal increases in income.\textsuperscript{44}

Because of the youth bulge in many poor developing countries, there is a fear of the fragile state as a breeding ground for discontented youths, terrorism and other grievances that have the potential to spur violent conflict and then spill-over into neighbouring regions. In recent years, the USA has provided training and security assistance to certain countries in the Sahel (through the Pan Sahel Initiative which grew into the Trans Sahara Counter-Terrorism Initiative), as it is believed that “Islamist terrorists continue to seek to create safe havens and support networks in the remote expanses of the Sahel, as well as the public affiliation of some terrorist groups with al-Qaida” according to US Department of State.\textsuperscript{45}

Demographic factors have played their part in recent uprisings in North Africa and the Middle East, amplifying a combination of frustrations with corruption, the desire for democratization, and better economic opportunities. In Egypt, for instance, unemployment and constraints on the labour market represent a significant economic and social problem especially for its youth. According to economist Sassanpour, “job creation is one of the most important challenges facing Egypt today. Demography is

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{43} Ibid. The other root cause that is widely accepted is economic incentives and the opportunity for personal wealth accumulation, generally on the part of leading politicians and army officials.
part of the problem. [...] Egypt has a young population and a large number of young people are entering the job market each year searching for first jobs.Æ46 Egypt is not the only country affected by this demographic problem, rather it is a “regional phenomenon”, as were the uprisings in early 2011.

Resource scarcity and conflict

The competition over scarce natural resources that can result from the combination of population pressures, environmental degradation and poverty, can cause tension which can lead to conflict and violence. This idea is embodied in the concept ‘demographic and environmental stress’ (DES). DES is seen as a “composite independent variable that, through two different path ways (‘state failure’ and ‘state exploitation’), can lead to violence.”Æ47

Economic decline due to insufficient resources may cause tension, migration due to resource scarcity may cause conflict in new regions of settlement, and resource scarcity may also erode public confidence in the state and result in social unrest, and in an already unstable setting may exacerbate political tensions while eroding institutions.Æ48

Countries with a low availability of cropland and/or renewable freshwater are considered to be 1.5 times more likely to experience civil conflict than others.Æ49 There has been extensive documentation of frequent violent clashes between nomadic herders and sedentary pastoralists regarding land and water in West and East Africa, (although this is not a new phenomenon).Æ50 Disputes and violent conflict between farmers over land are increasingly frequent as availability of arable land decreases in the face


of various factors including population increase (e.g. Rwanda). This is especially the case in the Sahel region, where population growth, poverty and resource scarcity are among the highest in the world. Environmental degradation and DES played a significant role in the Tuareg rebellion in Mali during 1990-1996, which was conflict over resources following repeated droughts and periods of forced migration for the nomadic Tuareg. In several countries facing severe poverty as well as demographic and environmental strain, resource scarcity has contributed to violence and political uprising (e.g. civil war in Sudan, clashes in Kenya, genocide in Rwanda).  

Box 4: Case Study: Darfur, Sudan - environmental scarcity, population pressures and violence

Sudan has been characterised by armed conflict and civil unrest for more than half a century. In Darfur in West Sudan, increasing demographic pressure, recurrent drought, environmental scarcity and political marginalisation have combined to fuel a situation of lawlessness which between 2003 and 2008 lead to over 300,000 deaths and the displacement of over two million people. This situation continues today.

The causes of conflict in Darfur are multiple and complex, but underlying environmental factors including climate variability, water scarcity and the decline of fertile land are greatly significant. Overgrazing and deforestation has caused soil erosion, heightened by climate change and declines in rainfall. In northern Darfur, 75% of the population directly depend on natural resources for their livelihoods. Here recurring drought, increasing population density and growing demand for resources, under conditions of near anarchy have increased ethnic tensions and fostered violent competition for land and water between agriculturists, nomads and pastoralists.

Population dynamics in Sudan have greatly exacerbated environmental scarcity and heightened instability. Between 1950 and 2007 Sudan’s population grew from 9 million to 39 million, and during the same period the number of livestock grazing in the North increased by 129 million. Increasing population density in Darfur has intensified conflict over resources and environmental degradation. Faced with poverty and marginalisation, disempowered young men and pastoralist groups have been recruited by militias. Migration to Darfur of people displaced by civil war from Southern Sudan (now the separate nation of South Sudan since succession on 9 July 2011) further compounded the steady loss of water and fertile land and instability. With the population of Sudan growing at a rate of 2.5% the population is set to double again within less than thirty years.

Population Growth and Environmental Scarcity

The past century has seen unprecedented economic development, population growth, and environmental scarcity. The effect of the combination of demographic pressure, environmental scarcity and violent conflict has been extensively researched and is well-established in the ‘environmental security’ literature. Environmental scarcity is similar to conflict scarcity but refers more specifically to
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the declining availability of renewable resources such as freshwater, land and soil, which can arise from depletion or degradation of the resource, increased demand, and unequal degradation.  

Population growth causes natural resources such as land and water to shrink in relation to population, exerting pressure on the environment and causing degradation. As human and economic activities are intensified to meet needs, a vicious cycle emerges. The environment is damaged as a result of pollution, overexploitation, overgrazing, over-fishing, the clearing of forests, desertification and soil erosion. This then reduces land quality, agricultural productivity and the availability of arable productive farmland. Yields tend to become less dependable and food security and livelihoods are put at risk, exacerbating vulnerability to poverty. These conditions are then further exacerbated by population growth which tends to hinder capital formation through savings and potential for improved productivity (with the acquisition of technology) in agriculture and industry.

Many fragile states are consistently struggling with a gap between food production and population growth and strongly rely on food aid, for example Somalia, Chad and the Central African Republic. Poor countries are particularly vulnerable to this vicious cycle because they still have primarily agrarian economies, and are therefore dependent on natural resources for livelihoods.

In recent decades, technological advancement, including the Green Revolution, has supported increased agricultural yield, thereby helping to keep up with the demands of population growth, particularly in Asia. More recently however, it appears that these developments may be unsustainable, and with the associated intensive farming methods, including increased use of fertilisers (many of which are derived from fossil fuels) and irrigation, they may have contributed to environmental degradation.

Environmental scarcity and conflict over resources is being exacerbated in many countries due to the impacts of climate change, to which countries with high population growth are often particularly vulnerable. The harmful impacts of rapid population growth on development are multiplied in a situation of climate change. Countries in the Sahel are considered to be some of the most vulnerable countries to climate change due to climate as well as land/soil management. They are among the countries with the highest fertility and population growth rates, as well as the countries with the lowest Human Development Indexes (out of 169 countries, Mali is ranked 160th, Burkina Faso is 161st, Chad is 163rd and Niger is 167th). Simultaneously, degradation of the natural environment threatens biodiversity, ecosystems, and sustainability more generally. Since the mid-20th century the number of people living on fragile land of marginal productivity in developing countries has doubled to 1.3 billion. The populations on fragile
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land account for many of those living with less than $1 USD a day. 72 As a result of rapid population growth and overcrowding, poor individuals often live in, or are forced to migrate to, the most ecologically fragile areas. These areas are unable to sustain high population densities and are vulnerable to degradation and in some cases conflict. 73

**Poverty, grievances and conflict**

One of the key drivers of state fragility is poverty (even though not every poor region is fragile), 74 and rapid population growth tends to worsen poverty. Poverty and state fragility interact in a dynamic manner, as the deterioration of one will negatively affect the other. 75 A state’s inability to support widespread economic growth and implement poverty reducing strategies, generally done through functioning institutions, tends to result in economic decline and growing poverty. The social discontent resulting from pervasive poverty combined with few economic opportunities can trigger unrest, rioting and even violent conflict. Likewise, high levels of poverty, economic stagnation and social frustration tend to weaken institutions and the state. 76 An example is Haiti where poverty, inequality and limited opportunities generate frustration. Further, the “state institutions have only a limited capacity to manage conflicts, address grievances, and deter the violent potential that arises from these socioeconomic conditions”, and it is further limited, according to a World Bank report, by its small revenue base and dependency on volatile aid. 77

Out of twenty countries with the lowest human development rankings in 2002, sixteen were emerging from conflict or were still experiencing conflict. 78 In a state with weak institutions, there is a persistent lack of state infrastructure and capital to invest in human development. The increasing demands and grievances from the most deprived are likely to demand particular shifts in allocations of resources, such as land, spending and political reform.

**Urbanisation and Migration**

The current rates of global urbanisation are unprecedented, and are especially significant in the developing world. In the less developed regions of the world in 1950 the urban population was 18%, this had increased to 45% in 2009, and is expected to reach 66% in 2050. 79 Urbanisation is part of a country’s economic development and demographic transition. Today, in less developed countries this process is particularly rapid, and much of the world population growth projected to take place in the next 40 years will be urban population growth in developing countries. 80 This phenomenon is largely
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explained by natural population increase and rural-urban migration. Limited economic opportunities in rural areas are encouraging rural populations, particularly youth, to migrate to urban centres, where capital, employment and wealth are concentrated.\textsuperscript{81} New towns of all sizes, including megacities, are growing. In 1975 there were just three megacities (New York, Tokyo and Mexico City) whereas today there are 21, and the UN projects that there will be 29 by 2025, each with at least 10 million people.\textsuperscript{82}

Rapid and unplanned urbanisation has resulted in insufficient and inadequate housing, the spread of slums, inadequate sanitation, high population density, unemployment and increased urban poverty in many developing countries. The combination of these factors has the potential to spur civil discontent and urban violence. Influxes of migrants from other areas can also contribute to social, and, sometimes, ethnic or religious tensions.\textsuperscript{83} Rapid urbanisation, impoverished living conditions and social inequalities have lead to urban violence, often manifesting as ethnic or religious violence, in developing countries including India, Pakistan, South Africa, and Nigeria. Migration flows resulting from conflict can also bring civil unrest to new areas and across borders. Such migration can give rise to new tensions. This is the case in Karachi, Pakistan, in areas inhabited by communities of refugees from Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{84}

Migration can have strong implications for fragility. In Tanzania’s Pangani river basin, urban migration and migration of pastoralists forced into more marginal lands has contributed to conflicts over water.\textsuperscript{85} The large scale population movements that are expected to take place in the future as a result of climate change due to areas becoming increasingly inhospitable\textsuperscript{86} are likely to pose further threats to stability. In fact, estimates of future “climate migrants” by 2050 are from 200 million to 1 billion people.\textsuperscript{87}

Key policy recommendations:

- **Integrated Policy**: Population dynamics, including population growth, urbanization, migration, etc need to be integrated into approaches to aid fragile states, in order to ease pressures on the state and demand for resources, and to promote environmental sustainability. Effectively responding to population pressures includes ensuring increased access to voluntary family planning programmes that respect and protect human rights. Integrated approaches must also encompass environmental strategies to promote sustainable and equitable management of natural resources.

- **Family Planning and Reproductive Health**: Provision of voluntary family planning and reproductive health services is a highly cost-effective way to address demographic pressures. There is a large unmet demand for these services, which would also reduce maternal and child mortality, significantly improve health outcomes, reduce environmental pressures and contribute to poverty alleviation at household and national levels. By preventing unplanned pregnancies, family planning eases demand for public services and for natural resources, thereby alleviating pressures on the state and other factors contributing to instability.

- **Poverty Alleviation**: Grievances resulting from poverty and social inequalities are frequently key factors underlining or triggering violent conflict. Strategies to alleviate poverty and address social
inequalities have the potential to mitigate grievances that threaten both national and international security. Rapid population growth and high population density undermine poverty alleviation efforts. Incorporating voluntary family planning programmes within poverty reduction strategies maximises beneficial outcomes.

- **Environment:** Environmental pressures are strongly associated with population dynamics, including population growth and migration. Slowing population growth would reduce environmental degradation and contribute to sustainable use of natural resources such as land and water conservation. This would limit competition over resources, thereby decreasing potential social instability, particularly in fragile states.

- **Economic:** If population growth is slowed, fewer resources would be diverted into basic sustenance needed for a fast growing population and more would be available for investment in per capita output, productive employment, education, and healthcare.
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